chance to incorporate them later—or design the telephone I had in mind
as the office had already arranged for both these items. All else was of or
with the building.
Magnesite was a new material to us then, but it was probably the
cement used by the Romans and good in Rome until today. We experi-
mented with it—finally used it—throughout the interior. And I made
many new inventions. The hanging water-closet partition, the long
automatic multiple chair-desk, the wall-water-closet, were only several
among them. All were intended to simplify cleaning and make operation
easy. The dignified top-lighted interior created the effect of one great
official family at work in day-light, clean and airy quarters, day-lit
and officered from a central court. The top-storey was a restaurant and
conservatory, the ferns and flowers seen from the court below. The roof
was a recreation ground paved with brick. The new architecture was in
every detail practical or it was only another sentimentality, to further
demoralize the country.
The officers, D. D. Martin, William R. Heath and the employees all
appreciated the building in practice. But it was all too severe for the
£undamentalist English tastes of the Larkin family. They were distracted,
too, I imagine, by so many experiments, some of which, like the magnesite,
delayed the completion of the building. A few minor failures annoyed
them—and made them think the whole might be—merely queer? They
did not really know. They never realized the place their building took in
the thought of the world—for they never hesitated to make senseless
changes in it in after years. To them it was just one of their factory
buildings—to be treated like any other. And I suppose from any stand-
point available to them, that was all it was. In architecture they were still
pallbearers for the remains of Thomas Jefferson and subsequently all
built colonial houses for themselves in Buffalo.
Now Unity Temple and the Buffalo dwellings of D. D. Martin and
W. R. Heath came into work at Oak Park.
Several invitations to submit work in competition came along also. But
no matter how promising the programme nor how many promises were
made I steadily refused to enter a competition. I have refused ever since.
The world has gained no building worth having by competition be-
cause: (1) The jury itself is necessarily a hand-picked average. Some con-
stituency must agree upon the jury. (2) Therefore the first thing this
average does as a jury, when picked, is to go through all the designs and
throw out the best ones and the worst ones. This is necessary in order that
the average may average upon something average. (5) Therefore any
architectural competition will be an average upon an average by averages
in behalf of the average. (4) The net result is a building well behind the
times before it is begun.
This might seem democratic if mediocrity is democratic ideal in archi-
tecture. No. Competitions are only opportunity for inexperienced youth
to air precocious propensity.
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